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In this paper we are going to see about the software engineering and how it works on the
today’s world. It deals with the new software technologies and the process in which the
software manipulates the environment. Software engineering associates the development of
software products, principles and methods. Developing a software products includes a lots of
procedures and methods that have to be followed before executing a software product. The
methods needed to design the software engineering is the software paradigm which is based on
the two basic principles or concepts. SDLC- software development life cycle is a well-defined
process and describes the stages of software engineering and to develop the software
products. Each and every process on the life cycle has its own role and the process of
executing its own task in various fields. It’s not a single way process, each task has to be
performed in the sequencing order to develop a software product.
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Today, computer software is the single most important technology on the world stage. We are
going to have an look upon software evolution, software paradigms, characteristics of a
software, SDLC – software development life cycle process, and the overall advantages of
software engineering.Introduction:The term software engineering is a combination of two words,
software and engineering. The term software is just defined as the program code. A program is
said to be executable code, in the computational purpose. Software is a collection of executable
programming code, associated libraries and documentations. It is made for a specific
requirement called software product. On the other hand, engineering is all about the developing
products, using well- defined, scientific principles and methods. The efficient and reliable
software product is the outcome of software engineering.[1]
Software engineering is an branch of engineering which is associated with the development of
software products using well-defined scientific principles, methods and procedures. Software
project management has wider scope than software engineering process as it involves
communication, pre and post delivery support. Software engineering was mainly introduced to
address the issues of low-quality software projects. The problem arises when a software
generally exceeds timelines, budgets, and reduced levels of quality.[2]
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Software engineering is a layered technology and the foundation is the process layer. The
basis of software process that forms the management control of software projects and
introduces the concept in which the technical methods are applied, work products(models,
documents, reports, data, forms, etc.) are produced. Software engineering tools provide two
types of support these are automated or semi automated for the process and the methods.
When the tools are integrated the information created by one tool can be used by another, a
system for the support of software development, called computer aided software engineering.[1]
The IEEE defines the software engineering as The application of a systematic, disciplined,
quantifiable approach to the development, operation and maintenance of software; that is, the
application of engineering to software. [2]

Evolution of software
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Software evolution refers to the process of developing a software product using software
engineering principles and methods. It includes the initial development of software products and
its maintenance, updates, the software product is developed, which satisfies the needed
requirements. The evolution starts up with the requirement gathering process. When this
process gets complete , the developers create a prototype of the intended software and show it
to the users to get their feedback at the early stage of software development product. The users
can also suggest changes on several consecutive updates and the maintenance keeps on
changing. This process changes to the original software, until the suitable software is
accomplished. Even when the user has a suitable software in hand, the trends in advancing
technology and the upcoming requirements force the software product to change accordingly.
Re-creating software with requirement is not feasible. The only feasible and economical solution
is to update the existing software so that it matches with the latest requirements of the
software.[2]

Software paradigms
The methods and steps that are needed to design a software is known as software paradigms.
There are many methods proposed in software paradigms and are in work today, but the main
important thing is that we need to see where the software engineering paradigms stand. These
can be joined into various combinations, though each of them are contained in one
another.Programming paradigm is a subset of software design paradigm which is further a
subset of software development paradigm.
Software development paradigm. This paradigm is known as software engineering paradigms
where all the engineering concepts are applied for the development of software. It also includes
various researches and requirement gathering which helps the software product to build.
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Software development paradigm consists of
• Requirement gathering
• Software design
• Programming
Programming paradigm.
This programming is related similar to the programming aspect of software development. This
includes
• Coding

• Integration
Software design paradigm.
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• Testing

• Design
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• Maintenance
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This paradigm is a part of software development and consists of

• Programming.[2]

Characteristics of good software
The software product can be evaluated by how the software can be designed and how it can be
used. This software must satisfy the following conditions
• Operational
• Transitional
• Maintenance
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A good crafted and well-engineered software has the following characteristics:
1. Operational.
This method tells the working system of the software. It can be measured on
• Budget
• Usability
• Efficiency
• Correctness
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• Functionality
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• Dependability
• Security

2. Transitional.
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• Safety
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This method is important when the software moves from one platform to another
• Portability

• Interoperability
• Reusability
• Adaptability
3. Maintenance

This method acts as how the software has the capabilities to maintain itself in the changing
environment
• Modularity
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• Maintainability
• Flexibility
•Scalability[2]
Software development life cycle- SDLC process
SDLC is a well-defined process and structured sequence of stages in software engineering to
develop the software product. SDLC provides a series of steps to be followed to design and
develop a software product .
This framework includes the following steps
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• Communication
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• Requirement gathering.
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Communication is the first step where the user gives the request for a desired software product.
He contacts the service provider and tries to negotiate the terms and submits his request to the
service .
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The software development team works to carry on the project in this stage. The team holds
discussions and tries to bring out various possible information. The requirements are then
contemplated and separated into user requirements, system requirements and functional
requirements. The requirements are collected by various number of practices as-> Studying the
existing software, -> Conducting interviews of users and developers, -> Referring to the
database or -> Collecting answers from the questionnaires.
• Flexibility study
After the process of requirement gathering is over, the team comes up with the rough plan of
software process. At this stage the team first analyses if a software can be made to fulfill all
requirements of the user. There are many algorithms which help the developers to conclude the
feasibility of a software project.
• System analysis.
In this step the developers decide a roadmap of their plan and try to bring up the suitable model
for the project. System analysis includes the following features as understanding of software
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product limitations, learning system related problems or changes to be done in the existing
systems. The project team analyses the scope of the project and plans the resources and
schedule accordingly.
• Software design
The next process is to bring out the whole knowledge of requirements and analysis and design
the software product. The inputs from the users and the gathered information in requirement
gathering phase are the inputs of this step. The output of this steps comes into two design
forms; logical design and physical design.
• Coding
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This step is also called as programming phase. The implementation of software design starts to
write the program code in the suitable programming language and developing error- free
programs.
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• Testing

• Integration
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The software testing is done while coding by the developers and the testing is conducted by the
testing experts at various levels of the code such as module testing, program testing, product
testing. An estimate states that 50% of whole software development process should be tested.
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Software have to be integrated with the libraries, databases and other programs. The life cycle
of SDLC is involved in the integration of software with outer world entities.
• Implementation

The process of implementation includes the process of installing the software on user
machines. Software needs post-installation configurations at the user end. Software is tested for
adaptability and portability and integration related issues are solved during the process of
implementation.
• Operation and maintenance
This phase confirms the software operation in terms of more efficiency and less errors. The
software is maintained by updating the code according to the changes taking place in
technology.
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• Disposition
As the time elapses, the software may decline on the performance front. It may go completely
obsolete or may need intense upgradation. Therefore a pressing need to eliminate a major
portion of the system . This phase includes archiving data and required software components,
closing down the system, planning disposition activity and terminating system at appropriate
end-of-system time[2].
Advantage of software engineering
The need of software engineering arises because of higher rate of change in user requirements
and the environment on which the software is working.
• Large software
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It is very easy to build a wall than to a house or building, similarly the size of the software
become a large engineering step to give a scientific process.
• Scalability
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If the software process is not based on scientific and engineering concepts, it would to easier to
create a new software.
• Cost
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The cost of software remains high if proper process is not adapted.
• Dynamic nature

The growing and adapting nature of software hugely depends on the environment in which user
works. If the nature of the software changes, new changes have to be done in the existing one.
This is the place where the software engineering plays a important role.
• Quality management
Better quality of software development provides better and quality software product.[2]
Conclusion
In the modern technology each and every things has been related to software engineering in
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any of the form. Software engineering plays a major role in the field of software which is
associated with the set of procedures or methods that have to be followed in the field of
engineering. Software can only result in design faults but not in physical faults. Software
engineering apply the principles and techniques of computer science, engineering, and
mathematical analysis to the design, development, testing, and evaluation of the software and
the systems that enable computers to perform their applications.
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